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Purpose: The purpose of this study is to determinate the long-term
effect of a cycle ergometer sprint training program against heavy
and light resistances on baseline intraocular pressure (IOP), and on
the acute IOP response to cycling sprints.

Methods: A total 27 physically active males were randomly assigned
to a heavy loads group (HLG, n= 9), low loads group (LLG, n= 9),
and control group (CG, n= 9). Participants performed 12 training
sessions during 6 weeks (2 sessions per week), and each training
session consisted in performing 8 cycling sprints against either heavy
(HLG) or light (LLG) resistances. Before and after intervention,
they performed an identical protocol, which consisted in performing
maximal cycling sprints against 5 different resistances in random
order. In these protocols, IOP was measured before and after each
sprint by rebound tonometry.

Results: A Bayesian analysis revealed that baseline IOP was reduced
in the LLG after the intervention [Bayes factor (BF01)= 0.043
and effect size (ES)= 1.255; pretest= 15.22 ± 0.94 mmHg and
posttest= 15.39± 1.02 mmHg], whereas the HLG did not manifest
any baseline IOP change (BF01= 2.363 and ES=−0.205;
pretest= 15.28 ± 1.44 mmHg and posttest= 14.17 ± 1.77 mmHg).
The acute IOP response to maximal sprints was modified for the
HLG, showing a more stable IOP response with heavier loads
(resistance, 4 and 5) after the intervention (BF01< 0.01 in both
cases, and ESs= 1.847 and 1.920, respectively).

Conclusions: A short-term cycle ergometer sprint training impacts
long-term IOP depending on the level of resistance imposed,
showing that training with low loads permits to reduce baseline
IOP, whereas training with heavy loads attenuates the acute IOP
changes after sprinting against heavy loads.
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The homeostatic changes induced by exercise are known to
be influenced by the type of physical effort and fitness

level.1 The acute and prolonged practice of physical exercise

may promote changes in body composition,2 as well as a wide
variety of adaptive processes in neuromuscular,3 hormonal,4

cardiovascular,5 cognitive,6 or perceptual7 function among
others. In particular, the ocular function has also proven to
be sensitive to the acute and chronic practice of exercise, with
different factors (eg, type of exercise, intensity of exercise,
fitness level, etc) mediating ocular physiological responses.8

Intraocular pressure (IOP) has been one of the parameters
most commonly used to assess the effects of physical exercise
on ocular function.9 The monitoring of IOP values is justified
because high IOP parameters (mean, fluctuation, and range)
are an important risk factor for the development and pro-
gression of glaucoma.10 Despite the undeniable importance of
IOP, the mechanisms responsible of IOP fluctuation during
exercise are complex and still not fully understood.11 The
majority of studies have focused on the acute responses of IOP
to physical exercise. Collectively, the results of these studies
suggest that while low-intensity aerobic exercise reduces
IOP,12–14 anaerobic efforts (especially strength training induc-
ing Valsalva maneuver) produce an immediate IOP rise.15–18

However, the long-term effect of physical training on IOP
remains underexplored.8,17

One of the factors that may influence ocular function is
the fitness level.8 For instance, the neural conductivity in the
visual pathway after high-intensity exercise was impaired in
low-fitness subjects, whereas high-fitness athletes maintained
a stable visual-motor processing,19 and fitness level is a
major determinant of the tear osmolarity response to
physical effort.20 In relation to IOP, Brody et al21 reported
that high-fitness subjects presented a smaller increase in IOP
as consequence of performing the Valsava maneuver than
sedentary individuals or Vera et al22 recently found that the
acute IOP responses to all-out cycling sprints against dif-
ferent resistances depends on participant’s fitness level, with
high-fit individuals demonstrating a more stable IOP
response to exercise. Other studies have found that higher
aerobic capacity is related to lower IOP and higher ocular
perfusion values, suggesting that the regular practice of
aerobic exercise may be an effective method to reduce IOP
and increase ocular perfusion.9,23 In contrast, a recent study
has evidenced that the repeated performance of vigorous
exercise is associated with a higher glaucoma prevalence.24

On the basis of the related background, we consider relevant
to compare the effect of a training intervention conducted
with light loads versus heavy loads on (1) the chronic
changes of IOP baseline values, and (2) the acute IOP
responses to different physical efforts.

The main objectives of this study were (1) to evaluate
the impact of a cycle ergometer sprint training program
against heavy and light resistances on the IOP in baseline
conditions, and (2) to test whether the IOP response meas-
ured immediately after all-out cycling sprints with different
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resistances may be influenced by the type of training fol-
lowed. We chose this type of physical training, since it is a
time-efficient method (usually <30 min for an entire training
session) and has been demonstrated to promote similar
physiological adaptations to traditional endurance training
with considerable less training session duration.25 We
hypothesized that (1) training with heavy and light resis-
tances would increase and decrease baseline IOP values,
respectively, and (2) the acute responses of IOP would be
dependent of the training group, with lower fluctuations of
IOP observed for the resistances used in training.

METHODS

Participants
An a priori calculation for a repeated measures analysis

of variance (ANOVA) with between and within factors
using the GPower 3.1 software26 was performed to calculate
the minimum required sample size. Being this study the first
on its nature and because of the lack of applicable data, this
analysis was based on an assumed effect size of 0.25,
a= 0.05, power of 0.80, 3 experimental groups, and a level
of correlation between measures of 0.5, which projected a
necessary total sample size of 27 participants. Thus, 27
healthy and physically active white males recruited from the
Faculty of Sport Sciences at the University of Granada
composed the study sample. All volunteers were engaged in
leisure sport activities, but none was a professional athlete.
A medical and ophthalmic examination was conducted
before the initiation of the study and all participants were
considered to be free of any systemic or ocular pathology
that could affect the results of this study. Participants were
asked to avoid strenuous exercise over the course of the
study, and alcohol or caffeine consumption within 12 hours
preceding each visit to the laboratory. The study was con-
ducted in conformity with the Declaration of Helsinki, and
approved by the University of Granada Institutional
Review Board (IRB approval 112/CEIH/2016).

Experimental Design
A controlled longitudinal pre-post design with random

assignment of the participants to 3 parallel groups (2
experimental and 1 control) was used to test the effect of
sprint training against heavy or light resistances on IOP.
The entire protocol took 9 weeks that included 2 familiar-
ization sessions (week 1), 2 pretest (week 2), 12 training
sessions (weeks 3 to 8), and 2 posttest (week 9). All sessions
were separated by 48 to 72 hours. The pretest and posttest
were scheduled at the same time of the day for each par-
ticipant, and they were performed under similar environ-
mental conditions (~22°C and ~60% humidity).

The study participants was randomly assigned to one
of the 3 different groups according to their theoretical
maximal power relative to body mass obtained from the initial

evaluation of the force-velocity relationship: heavy load group
(HLG; n=9, age=23.9±2.3 y; body mass=76.2±10.0 kg;
body height=179±9 cm; body mass index=23.8±1.9 kg/m2),
light load group (LLG; n=9, age=25.2±3.3 y; body mass=
77.5±7.0 kg; body height=182±6 cm; body mass index=
23.5±1.3 kg/m2), and control group (CG; n=9, age=23.4±
1.7 y; body mass=70.2±8.4 kg; body height=175±5 cm;
body mass index=22.4±1.5 kg/m2). The 3 groups were
comparable in terms of age, mass, height, and body mass index
(P-value>0.05 in all cases).

Testing Session Procedures
An electronically braked cycle ergometer (Excalibur

Sport; Lode, Groningen, The Netherlands) was used for
testing and training sessions. The positions of the saddle and
handlebar were set to match the most comfortable position
in the familiarization sessions and were maintained over the
entire experiment.

The structure of the testing sessions is displayed in
Figure 1. All testing sessions began with a 5 minutes warm-up
consisting of pedaling at a power output of 75 W (pedaling
cadence, 80 to 90 rpm). Maximal accelerations were performed
for 3 to 4 seconds in the second, third, and fourth minutes as
part of the specific warm-up. After 5 minutes of passive rest,
participants were asked to perform the maximal cycling sprints
that preceded the IOP measurements. Specifically, on each
testing session (ie, 2 pretests and 2 posttests) participants per-
formed 5 maximal sprints against 5 different resistances (ie, 1
trial per resistance). These resistances corresponded approx-
imately to the 0.4 (R1), 0.63 (R2), 0.86 (R3), 1.09 (R4) and
1.32 (R5) N/kg of the subjects’ body weight. The resistances
were applied in random order, but the same order was
followed across testing sessions. The rest period between 2
consecutive sprints was 5 minutes.

Subjects initiated the sprints from a 130 rpm rolling
start against the 0.4 N/kg resistance (R1), 115 rpm for the
0.63 N/kg resistance (R2), 100 rpm for the 0.86 N/kg resist-
ance (R3), 75 rpm for the 1.09 N/kg resistance (R4), and
50 rpm for the 1.32 N/kg resistance (R5). When pedaling at
the cadence stipulated, the resistance was introduced
through the LOAD manager software and subjects were
instructed to perform a maximal sprint until they were told
to stop. The duration of the sprint was ~8 seconds. Partic-
ipants remained seated during the sprints and toe clips with
straps were used to prevent the feet slipping off the pedals.27

Intraocular Pressure Assessment
IOP measurements were performed with the Icare

Tonometer (TiolatOy, Inc., Helsinki, Finland), which has
been clinically validated,28 before the start of the warm-up to
determine baseline IOP value, as well as before and after each
of the 5 maximal cycling sprints. While IOP readings were
taken from both eyes for determining baseline IOP value,
only the right eye was tested before and after the sprints.

FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of the testing session procedure. Each of the 5 sprints was performed against a different resistance (0.4,
0.63, 0.86, 1.09, and 1.32N/kg of the subjects' body weight), and the resistances were applied in random order. IOP indicates
intraocular pressure.
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